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Abstract
Pointer alias analysis is a well researched problem in the
area of compilers and program verification. Many recent
works in this area have focused on flow-sensitivity due to
the additional precision it offers. However, a flow-sensitive
analysis is computationally expensive, thus, preventing its
use in larger programs.
In this work, we observe that a number of object sets,
consisting of tens to hundreds of objects appear together and
frequently in many points-to sets. By approximating each of
these object sets by a single object, we can speedup computation of points-to sets. Although the proposed approach
incurs a slight loss in precision, it is shown to be safe. We use
a well known data mining technique called frequent itemset
mining to find these frequently occurring objects.
We compare our approximation to a fully flow-sensitive
pointer analysis on a set of ten benchmarks. We measure
precision loss using two common client analysis queries and
report an average precision loss of 0.25% on one measure
and 1.40% on the other. The proposed approach results in a
speedup of upto 12.9x (and an average speedup of 6.2x) in
computing the points-to sets.

1.

Introduction

Pointer analysis plays a key role in many compiler optimizations and program verification techniques. The analysis aims
at determining the possible memory locations that a pointer
may point to during any run of the program[19]. This helps
to uncover possible aliases in a program, thus enabling safe
compiler code transformations[2] and useful hints from error detection and program verification tools[18]. For example, to infer that a variable is dead at a program point, a
compiler must make sure that no alias of that variable is
live at that point. Alias information is essential to many
compiler optimizations such as loop invariant code motion, auto parallelization etc[25, 37]. Alias information is
also useful for program verification and error detection
tools to provide useful diagnostics about a program. Bug
detection[12], race detection[11] and detecting vulnerabilities in web programs[21] are few examples of error detection
methods that use alias information. In the absence of alias

information, a compiler or an error detection tool is forced
to make conservative assumptions, thus limiting its impact.
Pointer alias analysis has been shown to be undecidable
[32]. This has led to a number of algorithms that achieve
different balances between precision and efficiency. Production compilers often use a fast and imprecise pointer analysis method called the address-taken analysis[19]. More precise analyses have been proposed over the years. Depending
on how pointer assignment statements (e.g., “x = y”) are
processed, analyses may be classified as inclusion based or
unification based. In inclusion based analyses[3], the pointsto set of x is updated to include (is a super-set of) the
points-to set of y. On the other hand, in a unification based
analysis[35], the points-to set of x and y are considered to
be equal. The paper by Das[8] proposes an algorithm whose
precision lies in between that of inclusion and unification
based algorithms.
Another classification of pointer analysis algorithms is
based on whether the analysis takes program control flow
into account, in which case it is considered as flow-sensitive
[14]. If the analysis ignores control flow and thus computes
the same points-to sets at every program point, it is considered flow-insensitive[20]. Analyses can also be distinguished based on the calling contexts considered when analyzing a function. A context-insensitive analysis does not
distinguish between the various contexts in which the function is called. On the other hand, context-sensitive analyses distinguish between some or all contexts in which the
function is called[16]. A field-sensitive analysis tracks the
individual members of an aggregate (such as struct in C)
whereas a field-insensitive algorithm [22] flattens aggregates
for the purposes of the analysis.
Flow-sensitive pointer analyses can compute points-to
sets with higher precision[19], and thus, have been shown
to be of importance to a variety of client program analyses
such as analysis of multi-threaded code [34] and detection
of security vulnerabilities[6]. This, along with the challenge
of scaling it to large programs, has lead to the problem
being an important research topic in the area of pointer
analysis [14, 24, 25, 27, 29, 40]. In this work, we speed up
flow-sensitive pointer analysis by approximating groups of
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• ∗x = y : (store) For each object a currently in the pointsto set of pointer x, the points-to set of y is included in the
points-to set of a.

memory locations (objects) with a single summary location.
The approximation we propose is based on the observation
that certain groups of objects appear together and frequently
in the points-to sets of many pointers. Hence, minimizing
the time spent in propagating these groups of objects during
the analysis can significantly reduce the analysis time, at the
cost of a small precision loss. Our key contributions in this
work are:

In addition to these statements, memory allocation statements (such as malloc or new) also need to be handled.
These statements can be processed in different ways. The
strategy used to handle allocation of heap memory (i.e., dynamically allocated memory) is sometimes referred to as a
heap model[14]. Some analyses treat all memory locations
(dynamically) allocated by an allocation statement to be a
single abstract memory location. Such a strategy has often
been used in different pointer analysis algorithms[18, 19]
and is the one that we use in our analysis.
A common use of pointer analysis is to determine if two
pointers alias. Two pointers are said to alias if the intersection of their points-to sets is not empty[18]. Alias analysis
plays an important role in other program analyses and optimizations such as Mod/Ref analysis, unreachable code elimination etc[19].

• We analyze the flow-sensitive points-to sets of a few
commonly used benchmarks and observe the frequent
occurrence of a few sets of objects in the points-to sets
of pointers.
• We propose a technique to identify and merge such frequently occurring object sets. We show that such a summarization of memory locations is safe, although it may
lead to some precision loss.
• We experimentally evaluate our approximation technique
on a set of ten previously used benchmarks. We observe
an average speedup by a factor of 6.2x, while incurring
an average precision loss of 0.25% and 1.40% on two
precision measures, respectively.

2.1.1

If there exists an execution sequence of the program in which
a pointer p points to an object (address-taken variable) x,
then any pointer analysis must include object x in the pointsto set of p.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
some basics of pointer analysis. We also provide a brief introduction to frequent itemset mining here. Section 3 discusses the occurrence of frequent object sets and the motivation to approximate them. We discuss our approach to performing the actual merging of frequent objects in Section 4,
followed by experimental evaluation in Section 5. In Section 6 we compare our work with other related work. Section 7 provides concluding remarks.

2.

2.1.2

Precision

The definition of correctness above only specifies what objects must be present in the points-to set of a pointer p. However, determining the minimal set of objects satisfying the
correctness condition is, in general, undecidable[32].
The size of points-to sets of pointers computed by a
pointer analysis algorithm is a measure of the precision of
the algorithm. The points-to set computed by a more-precise
algorithm, for each pointer, will be a subset of the points-to
set of that pointer as computed by a less precise algorithm.
In the worst case (least precise), an analysis might report
that every pointer may point to every memory location in
the program.

Background

In this section, we discuss some basics of pointer analysis
and the idea behind the staged flow-sensitive analysis. We
also summarize a few terms and definitions related to frequent itemset mining.
2.1

Correctness

Pointer Analysis

Pointer (or points-to) analysis is the problem of determining
at compile time, the possible values that a pointer variable
may have at run time. Pointer analysis involves analyzing
the following types of statements in a program, till a fixed
point in the computed points-to set of each pointer variable
is reached.

2.2

Flow-Sensitive Pointer Analysis

Flow-sensitivity is a dimension of pointer analysis that determines the points-to sets for pointers at each program
point[22]. A flow-sensitive algorithm respects program control flow, and hence computes points-to sets at each program
point. A flow-insensitive algorithm on the other hand computes a single global points-to set for each pointer. A flowsensitive analysis is, in general, more precise compared to a
flow-insensitive analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the difference
in precision between a flow-sensitive (more precise) and a
flow-insensitive (less precise) algorithm. The reader may
note that the points-to sets for any pointer are the same at all
program points in a flow-insensitive analysis.

• x = &a : (address-of ) Pointer x is assigned the address of
memory object (address-taken variable) a.
• x = y : (copy) The points-to set of y is included in the
points-to set of x.
• x = ∗y : (load) For each object a currently in the points-to
set of pointer y, the points-to set of a is included in the
points-to set of x.
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information only along these def-use chains, thus minimizing the amount of data-flow information propagated.
In this work, we use the staged flow-sensitive pointer
analysis, both as a comparison, and also as the basis for our
approach. AUX also enables us to extract useful information
about the structure of the points-to sets and take advantage
of it for the main analysis.

x = &a
y = &b
1: ...

z = x

z = y

2: ...

3: ...

2.4

In this section, we give a brief introduction to the problem
of frequent itemset mining, a well studied problem in the
area of data mining[31]. We begin by introducing related
terminology.
Let U be a set of items. A transaction is a subset of U .
The term arises from a set of items bought in a transaction
(sometimes the term basket is used instead of transaction).
A Frequent Itemset I is a set of items that appears in (is
a subset of) at least s transactions, where s is called the
support threshold. The frequency of occurrence of I is called
its support. An itemset is considered maximal if no proper
superset of the itemset is frequent, i.e., appears more than
the support threshold.
Typically, the number of transactions is high, and the size
of a transaction (i.e., number of items in the transaction) is
smaller. Given a set of transactions, the problem of finding
all itemsets whose support is at least a specified support
threshold is called frequent itemset mining[31].
Most algorithms for frequent itemset mining rely on the
monotonicity property: If a set I of items is frequent, then
so is every subset of I. A well known algorithm for frequent itemset mining is the apriori algorithm[1]. The algorithm performs multiple passes on the set of transactions,computing frequent itemsets of increasing sizes in each
pass. It utilizes the set of frequent items from the previous pass to obtain a pruned set of candidates for the current pass. Although historically significant, the apriori algorithm is generally considered inefficient and several newer
algorithms have been proposed. In this work, we use the
ECLAT[41] algorithm to find frequent itemsets. This algorithm employs better heuristics (such as equivalence class
clustering) to quickly determine maximal frequent itemsets.
In our work, we are only interested in maximal frequent
itemsets.
In our problem context, the set of all memory objects
(address-taken variables) form the universe U of items. The
points-to sets of pointers form the transactions. We aim to
find those object sets that occur frequently in the points-to
sets of many pointers.
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Figure 1. Difference in points-to sets of a flow-insensitive
and a flow-sensitive pointer analysis
In a flow-sensitive pointer analysis, there are two possibilities that can occur when processing a store statement
“∗x = y”[22] (1) The pointer x points only to a single object
a, in which case the points-to set of a will be replaced with
the points-to set of y. This is called a strong update. (2) The
pointer x points to more than one object, in which case the
points-to sets of all of these objects will be updated to include the points-to set of y along with their existing values.
This is called a weak update.
2.3

Frequent Itemset Mining

Staged Flow-Sensitive Pointer Analysis (SFS)

The staged flow-sensitive pointer analysis[14] was introduced to scale flow-sensitive pointer analysis to large programs by using memory def-use information obtained from
a fast (but less precise) pointer analysis.
Prior to the introduction of the staged analysis, flowsensitive pointer analyses needed to propagate data-flow information (points-to sets in this case) to all program points
since def-use information for memory locations would not
be available (a pointer analysis is needed to determine the
memory locations that may be referenced in loads/stores).
The staged flow-sensitive pointer analysis tackles this inefficiency by performing a fast (and less precise) pointer analysis (called AUX) prior to the main analysis. Typically, AUX
is flow-insensitive. The technique then uses AUX to compute conservative def-use chains for memory locations. During the main flow-sensitive analysis, it propagates data-flow

3.

Motivation

A key observation made by us in this paper is that there are
object sets that occur together and frequently in the flow-
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ex
176.gcc
nethack
254.gap
253.perlbmk
vim
python
svn
pine
gdb

num freq objects
(%of total objects)
34 (1.4%)
157 (1.1%)
412 (2.1%)
615 (7.2%)
1353 (29.4%)
3368 (1.9%)
5598 (25.5%)
6131 (25.3%)
22053 (5.4%)
15164 (20.8%)

5000

frequency

propa ga tion of fre que nt obje ct s e t(s )

benchmark

2.8%
19.6%
14.1%
26.2%
30.5%
6.6%
20.3%
18.1%
16.5%
18.4%

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500

1000
500
0

Table 1. Details of frequently occurring objects
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sensitive points-to sets of many pointers. 1 . We motivate this
with the help of data obtained from the staged flow-sensitive
pointer analysis [14], which is flow and field-sensitive, but
context-insensitive. We analyze the results of this analysis
for a few benchmarks to find frequently occurring object
sets (i.e., sets of memory objects that are pointed-to by many
pointers).
Table 1 details the number of frequent objects in the
points-to sets of each benchmark along with their frequency
(support) of occurrence. The object sets here are all maximal. Some benchmarks had more than one such maximal
frequent object set. Except in the case of ex and python,
the sizes of other frequently occurring sets were insignificant. Hence we report only the most frequently occurring
set here (although we do take advantage of the others in our
implementation).
The frequency of occurrence of the object sets reported
here is computed as a percentage of the number of occurrences of the object set in the points-to sets of pointers. Additionally, these object sets may appear in the points-to sets
of many memory objects (address-taken variables) at various program points too. Hence optimizing the time spent by
the analysis in propagating points-to information related to
frequent object sets is likely to speed up the analysis.
Figure 2(a) is a plot of the number of pointers that contain
the frequent object sets in their points-to sets, as the analysis
progresses. The progress of the analysis is measured (x-axis)
in terms of the number of worklist items processed. The
graph (plotted for staged flow-sensitive analysis (SFS)[14]
on the benchmark vim), shows that after 150,000 worklist
items are processed, the frequent object sets start to form
and their growth and propagation is steep (happens between
185,000 to 225,000 worklist items).
What happens if the analysis is seeded with the frequent
object set information, right at the beginning? We plot the
cumulative execution time of the analysis against the same
measure of progress (number of worklist items processed) in
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Figure 2. Progress of the analysis vs (a) Growth of frequent
object sets (b) Cumulative time: with and without optimizing
frequent object sets.

Figure 2(b). Using the oracle information of frequent object
sets in SFS, we plot the execution time for SFS without and
with frequent object set optimization. Without optimization,
as the number of pointers containing the frequent object sets
(in their points-to sets) increase, the analysis time also starts
to increase. This is mainly due to the large sizes of these frequent object sets, propagation of which is an expensive operation. SFS with frequent object set information abstracts
large frequent object sets as single objects, and hence is able
to reduce the time taken to propagate them. Another interesting point here is that, after optimizing, the analysis converges faster, i.e., there are fewer worklist items processed.
This motivates that identifying groups of objects that
occur frequently and abstracting them as a single object can
speedup the analysis. To identify these frequently occurring
sets of objects in the points-to sets of pointers, we employ
frequent itemset mining[31], a well-known problem in the

1 This

has been observed before for less precise pointer analyses and was
used in designing a persistent data structure for storing points-to sets [38]
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area of data mining. As already explained in Section 2.4, the
set of all memory objects form the universe U of items, and
the points-to sets of pointers form the transactions.

4.

Benchmark
ex
176.gcc
nethack
254.gap
253.perlbmk
vim
python
svn
pine
gdb

Frequent Object Set Merging (FOSM)

The frequent occurrence of some memory objects in the
points-to sets of pointers indicates that modifying the analysis to handle these object sets better can make the analysis
faster. A simple way to take advantage of these frequent object sets is to consider all objects in a frequently occurring
set as a single summary memory location. The only requirement on such a summary location is that it may not be subjected to strong updates [10] (strong updates are discussed
in Section 2). Other correctness aspects of merging memory objects into a single summary location are discussed in
Section 4.1.
To merge sets of frequent memory objects into a single
location, we need to know which object sets are frequent.
One way to gather this information is to keep track of pointers that have similar points-to sets during the analysis. A
similarity measure such as the Jaccard similarity[31] can be
used to measure similarity between two sets. Jaccard similarity is measured as the size of intersection of sets divided
by the size of their union. i.e., the similarity measure of two
sets A and B is defined as |A ∩ B|/|A ∪ B|, where |A|
denotes the cardinality of set A. The similarity value can
range from 0 (dissimilar) to 1 (identical). As the analysis
progresses, objects pointed-to by similar pointers, satisfying
certain properties (such as a minimum size for its points-to
set) can be merged into a single object. Such an approximation has already been experimented with for Andersen’s
inclusion based (flow-insensitive) analysis[28]. We discuss
some disadvantages of such an approach in Section 6.
Instead of incrementally determining objects that need to
be merged, we determine candidate objects for merging and
merge them even before the analysis begins. However, the
data on frequent object sets (as mentioned in Section 3) is
not available until the actual analysis itself finishes running.
We therefore need an approximation for it in order to do the
merging prior to the analysis. Since the flow-sensitive analysis we use is a staged analysis[14], the frequent object sets
from the result of a less precise analysis (in this case flowinsensitive Andersen’s analysis) can be used to approximate
the frequent object sets of the flow-sensitive analysis.
We found out experimentally that, although the frequency
(support) of the frequent object sets vary between the flowinsensitive analysis and the flow-sensitive analysis (this is
expected as the two analyses compute results with different
precisions), the frequent object sets themselves are almost
the same. Table 2 shows the similarity between the most frequent object set of the flow-insensitive analysis and that of
the flow-sensitive analysis for each benchmark. The similarity measure used here is the previously mentioned Jaccard
similarity. As can be seen from the table, the similarity be-

Jaccard
Similarity
1
1
0.99
1
1
0.98
0.93
0.92
0.95
0.75

Table 2. Similarity between the frequent object sets of the
flow-insensitive and the flow-sensitive pointer analyses
tween maximal frequent object sets of a flow-sensitive and a
flow-insensitive analysis is very high, greater than 90% in 9
out of our 10 benchmarks; in the other benchmark it is more
than 75%
Thus, we analyze results from the flow-insensitive analysis to find frequent object sets and use this as an approximation to merge the objects before the flow-sensitive analysis begins. The flow-sensitive algorithm itself remains as before, but now works on a modified input in which frequent
object sets are replaced by their summary objects. We use
the ECLAT [41] algorithm to determine frequent objects. An
overview of our method is shown in Algorithm 1
Algorithm 1 High level description of Frequent Object Set
Merging (FOSM)
1: procedure F REQUENT O BJECT S ET M ERGING
Perform Andersen’s flow-insensitive points-to
2:
analysis (first step in SFS)
3:
Use ECLAT to identify maximal frequent object sets
in the results computed by Andersen’s analysis
4:
Build data-flow graph, required as input to SFS
5:
For each frequent object set f , define a summary
object of
6:
For each frequent object o ∈ f , replace o by of in
the data-flow graph
7:
Run the main analysis of SFS using the
modified data-flow graph as input
8: end procedure
4.1

Correctness

We now establish the correctness of FOSM. We claim that
the points-to set computed by a flow-sensitive analysis after
merging objects is a superset of the points-to set computed
without merging, for each pointer in the program, at every
program point.
Let o1 and o2 be two objects that are to be merged (which
is done prior to the main analysis), into a summary object
o0 . This means that every reference to either o1 or o2 in the
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program will be replaced2 with o0 . During the analysis, any
object that would have been added to the points-to set of o1
(or o2 ) at a program point p, will now be added to the pointsto set of o0 at that program point. In other words, the pointsto set of o0 at a program point p will include the points-to
sets of both o1 and o2 at that point.
A similar argument can also be applied to pointers (toplevel variables). Any pointer that would have pointed to
either of o1 or o2 (or both) would now point to the summary
object o0 . This can be interpreted as the pointer including
both o1 and o2 in its points-to set.
Last, since it may be unsafe to perform strong updates on
abstract objects that may represent more than one concrete
memory location (such as arrays and heaps)[10], we perform
only weak updates on the merged summary object, as stated
in the previous section.
4.2

over the original ECLAT algorithm[41] and can quickly
compute maximal frequent itemsets even on some of the
larger benchmarks we use.
Once the frequent object sets are determined, we modify
the input to the main flow-sensitive analysis by merging
frequently occurring object sets into single summary objects.
The actual flow-sensitive analysis remains unmodified.
As a post-processing step, we compute the percentage
of pointers that alias (see Section 5.3.1). Two pointers are
said to alias if the intersection of their points-to sets is nonempty[18]. Checking all pairs of pointers in the program for
possible aliasing is a time consuming process, especially for
larger programs. We use a publicly available implementation of the Pestrie data structure[38] 5 and modify it to report
the number of pointer pairs that alias. This data structure is
designed for efficient persistent storage of pointer information. It also efficiently supports a number of queries on the
stored pointer information, including aliasing between different pointers.

Precision Loss

Here, we give examples to illustrate why merging memory
objects into a single summary location can lead to loss in
precision of the final points-to results.

5.

In this section, we evaluate our FOSM method by comparing
the execution time and precision of the results to the staged
flow-sensitive pointer analysis[14].
We conducted our experiments on a set of 10 benchmarks, all of which have been used previously in pointer
analysis research[14, 26]. Gcc, Perlbmk and Gap are some
of the bigger benchmarks from SPEC2006[17]. Ex is a text
editor, Nethack is a text based game, Vim is a text editor,
Python is a language interpreter, Svn is a version control system, Pine is an email client and Gdb is a debugger.
We used an 8-core machine with 16GB of memory, running Debian GNU/Linux 6.0, to conduct these experiments.
However, our flow-sensitive analysis runs as a single thread
utilizing only one core in the system.

1. Consider two pointers p,q for which a pointer analysis
computes the points-to sets, respectively as {o1 },{o2 }.
Suppose we merge o1 and o2 into a single object, say
o0 before the analysis. The analysis would now compute
both p and q as having the same points-to set {o0 }. Thus
the two pointers which didn’t alias earlier now do.
2. Extending the previous example, suppose at a program
point p1 , the points-to sets of o1 and o2 as computed by
a pointer analysis are {o3 } and {o4 }. Merging o1 and o2
would cause the merged object o0 to have its points-to set
as {o3 , o4 }. Thus, a use of either of o1 or o2 in a load/store
will now propagate the combined points-to set, resulting
in a loss of precision.
These examples show that (1) pointers that point to objects being merged will lose precision, and (2) points-to sets
at each program point, of the objects being merged may lose
precision.
4.3

Experimental Results

5.1

Performance

We first compare the execution time of flow-sensitive pointer
analysis with frequent object set merging (FOSM) against
the original staged flow-sensitive (SFS) analysis[14]. Table 3(a) shows the execution times (in seconds) for each
benchmark. The table also lists the time taken by the frequent itemset mining algorithm (ECLAT). We add the time
taken by the actual analysis after merging frequent object
sets and the time taken by ECLAT when computing speedup
w.r.t SFS; i.e., Speedup = SFS/(FOSM+ECLAT). As a comparison, we also give the time taken by Andersen’s analysis
for these benchmarks (shown as FI, column 2 in Table 3(a)).
Even smaller benchmarks such as ex and 176.gcc,
whose frequent object sets are not significantly large (see
Table 1) show a speedup of at least 2x. Most of the bigger benchmarks (such as pine, gdb) show higher speedup
ranging from 4x to 13x. Python and pine are two of the

Implementation

We build on Hardekopf’s LLVM implementation of the
staged flow-sensitive analysis 3 . After the first phase of the
analysis (i.e., Andersen’s flow-insensitive analysis), we use
the points-to sets computed by it as input to the frequent
itemset mining algorithm. We use a publicly available implementation4 of the ECLAT algorithm to find frequent object
sets in the points-to results of the flow-insensitive pointer
analysis. This implementation[5] has many improvements
2 It

may be desirable to keep track which object is replaced by which summary object in a real implementation, but it does not affect our discussion
here.
3 http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/ benh/research/downloads.html
~
4 http://www.borgelt.net/eclat.html

5 https://github.com/richardxx/pestrie
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Benchmark
ex
176.gcc
nethack
254.gap
253.perlbmk
vim
python
svn
pine
gdb

FI
0.12
0.75
1.30
3.52
4.57
8.58
13.03
16.64
41.99
44.33

Time(s)
SFS
FOSM
0.17
0.08
3.06
0.60
5.73
0.96
19.71
0.76
95.57
6.32
168.73
20.38
411.28
21.36
4269.46
396.52
6671.23
110.97
10591.46 653.66

ECLAT
0
0.75
0.42
1.03
5.2
7.23
48.12
25.14
403.3
335.9

client analysis queries and study the impact of precision loss
on them.

Speedup
2.04
2.26
4.14
10.98
8.29
6.10
5.91
10.12
12.97
10.70

5.3.1

A typical use of pointer analysis is to compute alias pairs in
the program[18]. Two pointers are said to alias if the intersection of their points-to sets is non-empty. In this experiment, we consider all pairs of pointers in the program and
test how many of them alias.
We show the results in terms of the percentage of possible
pointer pairs that may alias. This is a commonly used precision measure for points-to analysis[4, 9, 30]. Higher the percentage, lower is the precision of the analysis. The percentage of pointer pairs that alias for both our analysis (FOSM)
as well as Hardekopf’s fully flow-sensitive staged analysis
(SFS) [14] are shown in Table 4(a). To present a complete
picture, we also provide the corresponding precision data
(shown as FI, column 2 in Table 4(a)) for flow-insensitive
(Andersen’s) analysis.
While some benchmarks such as 176.gcc and pine
show very little precision loss, python and 253.perlbmk
incur relatively higher precision loss. These benchmarks
have a higher percentage of their objects (29.4% and 25.5%
respectively) occurring with a higher frequency (30.5% and
20.3%), indicating that a larger number of frequent objects
were merged. Even in these benchmarks, the precision loss
is within 5%.

(a)

Benchmark
ex
176.gcc
nethack
254.gap
253.perlbmk
vim
python
svn
pine
gdb

FOSM
SFS

%
65.29%
46.74%
51.44%
84.54%
80.17%
87.88%
67.32%
74.52%
65.99%
65.78%

(b)

Table 3. (a) Speedup in running time of the analysis with
frequent object set merging (b) Fraction of worklist items
processed after frequent object set merging

5.3.2
larger benchmarks where the time taken by ECLAT (column 4 in Table 3(a)) is more than the time for the actual
analysis (column 3). While this limits the speedup to 5.91x
in python, merging the large frequent object set (containing 22053 objects) in pine brings down its actual analysis
time significantly, enabling a good speedup. Overall, we
see an average (geomean) speedup by a factor of 6.2x for
our FOSM method over the state-of-the-art flow-sensitive
pointer analysis method (SFS). It should be noted that this
speedup includes the overhead of computing the frequent
object sets.
5.2

Dependent Load/Store

Some program analysis techniques such as Taint Analysis
[36] and Loop Invariance Detection[39] require the knowledge of conflicting (dependent) loads and stores in the program. Any load or store that may refer to the same memory
object as a given store can be considered to be in conflict
with the given store. Similarly, stores that may refer to the
same memory object as a given load can be considered to be
in conflict with the given load.
To study the effects of precision loss due to our approach,
we compute the percentage of conflicting load/store pairs
in each function of the program. Higher the percentage of
conflicting pairs, lower is the precision of the analysis. We
again compare the precision of our analysis (FOSM) with
Hardekopf’s fully flow-sensitive staged analysis (SFS) [14].
The results are shown in Table 4(b)
The precision loss characteristics here are similar to what
we observed when using Alias Pairs as a precision measure, although the actual numbers vary. Ex, 176.gcc and
254.gap have very low precision loss while 253.perlbmk,
python and svn have relatively higher precision loss (upto
7%) compared to the others. This is again due to a higher percentage of their objects occurring with a higher frequency.
Note that the actual numbers used to measure precision here
are more than what we saw when using Alias Pairs as a measure since the candidates for conflicting loads/stores consid-

Convergence

By approximating many memory locations (objects) with a
single summary location, we not only reduce propagation of
large points-to sets, but also achieve faster convergence of
the analysis. Table 3(b) shows the number of worklist items
processed after merging frequent object sets, as a fraction of
the number of worklist items processed without the approximation. On an average (geomean), about 33% less worklist
items are processed after merging frequent object sets.
5.3

Alias Pairs

Precision

In this section, we study the effects of merging memory
objects on the precision of the analysis. We consider two
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Benchmark
ex
176.gcc
nethack
254.gap
253.perlbmk
vim
python
svn
pine
gdb

FI
6.13
20.49
6.90
26.58
36.17
12.10
37.62
28.8
36.01
35.47

% Alias
SFS
1.72
4.73
2.81
13.38
18.58
2.27
9.71
7.47
12.16
12.74

FOSM
1.88
4.74
2.86
13.83
22.26
3.44
14.22
7.65
12.23
13.05

%Loss

6.

(FOSM-SFS)

Although a few earlier works in pointer analysis have performed merging of pointers and/or objects, none of these
works, to the best of our knowledge, have used it to approximate flow-sensitive pointer analysis.
Most earlier work[13, 33] that perform some kind of
merging of nodes, do so only when it is guaranteed that the
merging will not cause a precision loss. These algorithms
look for variables with identical points-to (or pointed-to-by)
sets, by searching the points-to graph for cycles. Combining
such variables that form a cycle into a single new variable
during the analysis will not result in a precision loss.
The first attempt at approximating Andersen’s (flowinsensitive) analysis via merging variables, at the cost of
precision loss was by Nasre[28]. This work allowed merging of two variables based on them having similar points-to
or pointed-to-by sets. A known similarity measure, called
the Jaccard similarity[31] was used. The disadvantage with
this method is that the quality of the final result depends
on the order of similarity checks and merging of objects.
Also, repeated checks for similarity during the analysis is an
overhead. In our work, we do not incrementally merge objects based on similarity. Instead, we determine the objects
to be merged beforehand using a frequent itemset mining
algorithm[31, 41] and merge objects before the actual analysis begins. We take advantage of the staged flow-sensitive
analysis by using results from the first stage (flow-insensitive
pointer analysis) to determine frequent object sets for the
second stage (flow-sensitive pointer analysis). Another advantage of performing object merging prior to the main analysis is that it decouples resource optimization from the main
analysis, making it independent of the implementation of the
main analysis.
The paper by Hasti and Horwitz[15] talks about an algorithm to improve precision of flow-insensitive analysis by
performing repeated rewrites into the SSA form[7]. They
however do not comment on whether the method described
will achieve the precision of a flow-sensitive analysis. This
question has also been raised in more recent papers[14, 23],
but without an answer. We answer the question with the following example, which shows that their algorithm will not
always achieve full flow-sensitive precision. In Figure 3, a
in block 2 can only point to x. However, Hasti and Horwitz’s
algorithm would compute that a may point to either of x or
y. This is because block 2 and block 3 depend on each other
to become precise.
Other methods that were used to approximate flowsensitive pointer analysis in the past include using probabilistic data structures[29] and performing strong updates
over a flow-insensitive analysis to get a precision in between
that of flow-sensitive and flow-insensitive analyses[23].

0.15
0.01
0.05
0.45
3.67
1.16
4.50
0.18
0.07
0.31

(a)

Benchmark
ex
176.gcc
nethack
254.gap
253.perlbmk
vim
python
svn
pine
gdb

Ld/St
Conflict (%)
SFS
FOSM
9.59
9.77
7.75
7.76
14.28 16.68
23.48 23.84
29.81 36.28
30.99 34.59
20.86 25.53
21.22 28.18
8.99
12.32
14.69 19.74

%Loss
0.17
0.01
2.39
0.36
6.46
3.60
4.66
6.96
3.33
5.05

(b)

Table 4. (a) Percentage of pointer pairs that alias. (b) Percentage of conflicting load/stores in each function.

ered here are local to a function, while in measuring Alias
Pairs, we considered all pointers in the program.
5.4

Choice of objects to be merged

In addition to the experiments in the previous two subsections, we also tried to merge the frequent object sets as computed by the flow-sensitive analysis, to measure the loss that
could happen because of our use of a flow-insensitive analysis to approximate the frequent object sets. In other words,
if we had oracle knowledge of frequent objects sets in the
flow-sensitive pointer analysis, would the precision loss reduce? We found that using the frequent object sets from the
final flow-sensitive analysis (and feeding it back to the frequent itemset mining algorithm in a subsequent run) does
not result in any significant improvement in precision
Selecting a subset (which may have a higher frequency
of occurrence) of the maximal frequent object sets as a
candidate for merging may reduce precision loss further.
However, determining the right subset may require iterating
through all the subsets. We leave this exploration for future
work.
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time of flow-sensitive pointer analysis.
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